
OAPEe 

Headquarters: PO Box 20501, Safat 13066, Kuwait. 
Website: http://www.oapecorg.org 
Secretary-General: Abdul Aziz A. Al-Turki. 

Publications. Secretmy General's Annual Report (Arabic and English editions); Oil and Arab 
Co-operation (quarterly; Arab with English abstracts and bibliography); OAPEC Monthly 
Bulletin (Arab and English editions); Energy Resources Monitor (Arabic); OAPEC Annual 
Statistical Report (Arabic/English). 

ARAB MAGHREB UNION 
The Arab Maghreb Union was founded in 1989 to promote political co-ordination, 
co-operation and 'complementarity' across various fields, with integration wherever 
and whenever possible. 
Members. Algeria, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, Tunisia. 
By late 1996 joint policies and projects under way or under consideration 
included: the establishment of the Maghreb Investment and Foreign Trade Bank to 
fund joint agricultural and industrial projects; free movement of citizens within 
the region; joint transport undertakings, including railway improvements and a 
Maghreb highway; creation of a customs union; and establishment of a common 
market. 

A Declaration committing members to the establishment of a free trade zone was 
adopted at the AMU's last summit in Tunis (April 1994). In Nov. 1992 members 
adopted a charter on protection of the environment. 

Official language: Arabic. 
Headquarters: 14 Rue Zalagh, Agdal, Rabat, Morocco. 
Website: http://www.maghrebarabe.org 
Secretary-General: Habib Boulares (Tunisia). 

ARAB ORGANIZATION FOR 
AGRICUL TURAL DEVELOPMENT 

(AOAD) 
The AOAD was established in 1970 and commenced operations in 1972. Its aims 
are to develop natural and human resources in the agricultural sector and improve 
the means and methods of exploiting these resources on scientific bases; to increase 
agricultural productive efficiency and achieve agricultural integration between the 
Arab States and countries; to increase agricultural production with a view to 
achieving a higher degree of self-sufficiency; to facilitate the exchange of 
agricultural products between the Arab States and countries; to enhance the 
establishment of agricultural ventures and industries; and to increase the standards of 
living of the labour force engaged in the agricultural sector. 

Organization. The structure comprises a General Assembly consisting of ministers 
of agriculture of the member states, an Executive Council, a Secretariat General, 
seven technical departments-Food Security, Human Resources Development, 
Water Resources, Studies and Research, Projects Execution, Technical Scientific 
Co-operation, and Financial Administrative Department-and two centres-the 
Arab Center for Agricultural Information and Documentation, and the Arab Bureau 
for Consultation and Implementation of Agricultural Projects. 
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